
Marley Typhoon Half Round Spouting
              - it’s taking New Zealand by storm!

Rainwater Solutions

The new Marley Typhoon half round spouting system is 

designed specifi cally for New Zealand homes and conditions. 

Its contemporary design offers a choice of either internal 

brackets (for a clean fi nish) or external brackets (for a 

unique look and ease of cleaning).
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Internal Brackets
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Rainwater Solutions

Product  Component  Code
New from Marley
Typhoon half-round spouting is a new addition to the range of Marley 
PVC spouting systems. Suitable for new and existing homes.

A Choice of Styles
The Marley Typhoon spouting system’s profile has a high front. This 
helps hide untidy rooflines and provides a very neat end result. Marley 
Typhoon also has an internal and external bracketing option. Choose 
internal bracketing if you require a smooth, clean finish that is easy to 
paint. External bracketing gives the spouting a completely different look. 
The visible brackets become a design feature. External brackets also 
make the inside of the spouting easier to clean.

Easy-Flow Design
Marley Typhoon half-round spouting provides a large water capacity 
of 6100mm2.  This delivers a better rate of water flow, which enables 
it to cope better with sudden downpours, as well as decreasing the 
likelihood of leaf and sediment build-up. This is of particular benefit 
if the spouting is being used to collect rainwater for household use.

Tough and Long-Lasting
Marley Typhoon spouting is manufactured from PVC. It is an extremely 
tough and long-lasting material that will not rust, requires little 
maintenance and is UV resistant.

All Typhoon components come with a 15-year guarantee.

Easy to Install
The Typhoon half-round spouting system is a solvent-jointed system 
that requires no special tools. It is compatible with all Marley 
downpipe and rain harvesting systems and comes with a complete 
range of fittings including a dropper concept for use when a rainhead 
is not suitable.

Instructions are On-Line
For the complete installation instructions click on ‘Rainwater’ on the 
Home Page of www.marley.co.nz and then select Marley Spouting 
Systems Installation Guide.

Typhoon solvent assembly spouting system
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Typhoon is a half round spouting system designed specifically for New Zealand homes and 
conditions. This contemporary design offers a choice of either internal or external brackets.
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